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and self-esteem, are the most remarkable,
forming altogether a oombination of the
lowest of the propensities, which, unguided
as it was in Hare by any considerable en-
dowment of moral sentiment, was abun-
dantly strong to fit him for the scenes in
which he acted so brutal a part. The organ
of benevolence is decidedly smaller in Hare
than in Burk ; and it is well known that he
was the more brutal and disgusting of the
two. Burk, in his confessions, mentions,
that Hare could sleep soundly after a mur-
der, but that he could not; which indicates
less of the moral feelings in the former than
in the latter. Hare’s combativeness is also
larger, and his cautiousness rather smaller
than Burk’s-giving greater warmth of
temper, hastiness, and proneness to fighting;
and in proof of this having been his charac-
ter, his head, on being cropped for casting’,
presented no fewer than six distinct scars,
the remains of wounds sustained in his nu-
merous squabbles and fights, chiefly in the
Cowgate. The anterior lobe of the brain,
containing the organs of intellect, is much
shorter and smaller than that of Burk, al-
though, when viewed in front, it presents a
more perpendicular aspect, and may seem to
be well developed. It presents no indiea-
tion of the acuteness and readiness by
which Burk was distinguished even to the
last. In short, the development of Hare
turns out to be as complete a key to his
mental character as that of Burk has been
shown to be to his, and harmonises in every
respect with what is known of his mani-
festations."&mdash;Phren. Journ. p. 571.

We shall close the subject with some co-
pious extracts from Mr. STONE’S interesting
pamphlet in our next.

VETERINARY COLLEGE.

A LETTER addressed to His Majesty, by
Mr. Charles Clark, Veterinary Surgeon, or
the abuses and malpractices in this institu-
tion, has just been published. The pam-

phlet is well worthy of attention.
Mr. CLARK treats his subject in the fol-

lowing bold and uncompromising manner :-
’&deg; It cannot be indifferent to your Majesty,
to learn that this institution has never ful-
filled the proposed views of its liberal
founders, and is at present wholly inade-
quate to its end, and unworthy of its title ;
and that the system pursued there, being
one of strict monopoly, tending only to the
aggrandisement of one or two individuals,

has debased and degraded the arduous, laud.
able, and important profession which your
Majesty has been pleased to patronise, not
only by inadequate, imperfect, and false in.
struction, but by the admission of unfit per.
sons, and a series of measures injurious
alike to the welfare of the profession, and
the interest of the public, and in an especial
manner to the cavairy service of this coun-
try. And if I show your Majesty that this
institution has no pretensions in point of
practical utility to the nation, still less will
it be found to have conduced to the interests
of science, but rather it has been, and still
continues to be, the chief means of retarding
improvement in the veterinary art, through
the influence of a selfish and narrow policy.

- * * * * *
’

"The principal way in which the public
are aggrieved by this institution, (and a vtry
weighty one it must be considered,) JS by
the imperfect and false instruction it dis-
penses to veterinary pupils, and the conse-
quent admission of unqualified persons to
practise on the lives of their domestic ani.
mals. That incompetent, miserably incom.
petent practitioners, do emanate from this
school ; in short, that a College certificate is
no aesurance of professional knowledge,
needs no assertion, is too well known, and
is easily explained by a glance at the system
of instruction pursued. Should it be ima.

gined that there exists for the pupils any
remarkable facilities of obtaining iuforma-
tion, or of communicating it on the part of
the teachers of this establishment, the fact
that there is no regularly acting demoDstra.
tor, no manual of anatomy, no printed pharo
macopoeia, and no instructions given on pliar-
maceutical subjects, will answer thissug.
gestion. The only apparently regular means
of obtaining information, is from Mr. Cole-
man’s lectures, which, being delivered in
,one long course, are seldom heard twice
over by any pupil, and, it would appear,
must be replete with practical lore, instead
of being, as in fact, notorious for theoretical
argument; while, in case of the Profemr’s
illness, Mr. Assistant Sewell has never

dared to take his place in the chair. With

respect to this latter gentleman, perhaps no
man in the world is more unfortunately coa.
stituted for conveying knowledge to others,
supposing he possessed it himself. Taci-

turnity and evasive rejoinder are his pecu-
liar attributes ; occasioned, it would appear,
by a natural, and perhaps a well-grounded
want of confidence in his own judgment, to
such an extent, that it is probable a decided
opinion was never obtained from him ; and
it appears that, to a certain important gra-
vity of demeanour, more than to any other
cause, he is indebted for success. It is

evident then, and every candid pupil will
bear witness to it, that there are not means
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roTided at the College, by which even the-
re95t willing can acquire necessary informa-
u;n; and those pupils who have obtained-
certiticates in a few months, must have

iterely learnt by rote some answers to the
t.aerfes of the medical examiners, and trusted
b the Professor’s favour for the rest. In
these cases, which are not a few, even the ’’

Professor’s lectures cannot have been at-
tended throughout the course, showing, that
it is Dot the practical information they afford,
but the simple acquirement of his opinions
tbatensures success at an examination. At

present, the pupils never perform any consi-
derable operations on the living subject, nor
are they taught it on the dead one ; their
oaly resource is to mangle the limbs of some
poor animal at one of the slaughter-houses,
without direction or assistance from any
competent person. This sketch of the plan
of the instruction laid down at the com-
mencement of the school, and compared with
that now in force, must carry to every rea-
sonable man’s mind a conviction ’of the
total insufficiency of a Pancras School edu-
cation ; and, moreover, it will explain, what
nearly every reader will have met with, in-
stances of incapacity in those who have ob-
tained their certificate. This said certificate
is the evidence, not of real skill, merit, or
knowledge, but merely certifiea that its pos-
sessor has paid twenty guineas, and having
acquired a general knowledge of the theore-
tical opinions held and taught by Edward
Coleman, Esq., has been questioned by him
and his medical intimates and found well i

initiated therein: such is the veterinary i
pupil, knowing nothing- of anatomy, phar-
macy, or the performance of operations be-
yond what he has acquired, perhaps, by un-
usual attention and laborious efforts; and
tindingthat Mr. Coleman’s peculiar opinions,
which procured him his certificate, were

only so far useful, and not practised by any
established veterinary surgeon, it is no won-
der that he should be at a loss."-P. 17.
’ As investigation proceeds, proof multi-

piiesupon proof of its inadequacy ; but after
what has been shown, it seems needless to
do more than enumerate, in a brief catalogue,
some of the practical obstacles that the pu-
pil finds in acquiring even that knowledge,
the utihty of which will still form a subject
of discussion. Since its beginning, there
Las been no such thing as a good authorised
publication to assist the pupil in his studies,
and the best practical books by practical
men being at variance with the Professor’s
mons, (necessary, be it observed, to ob-

a certificate,) it is useless to study
’’ MB. Again, no sufficient register of cases
is kept, and the utmost difficulty attends an
ing student, who may wish to find out
what a horse’s disease is, or what has been
come or administered, or when he went out

or came in ; and should lie wish for a post-
mortem examination, after watching the
case, this opportunity of improvement is
generally cut off by the hasty and secret
removal of the body to the knackers, under
the direction of Mr. Sewell and his man
Joseph. Add to this the uticommunicative
nature of the Professor’s assistant; and we
see a climax of obstacles in the way of pro
curing information enough to deter the most
ardent mind from the pursuit. But this
enumeration, full as it may seem, includes
only one class of evils, it merely proves the
utmost degree of negligence and inadequacy
in the College system."-P. 21.

Mr. Clark’s pamphlet teems with proofs
of the worthlessness and degraded state of
the whole concern ; and shows, that instead of

being a national institution, it is, in reality,
a paltry school in the hands of one or two
selfish individuals-a private school, car-

ried on for the benefit of Mr. Coleman and

his non-veterinary examiners.

ON VITAL PRINCIPLE, OR ORGANIC LIFE.

By R. VINES, Esq., Mr. Coleman’s Assist-
ant at the Veterinary College

To the Editor af THE LANCET.
SIR,&mdash;Although the pages of your Journal

have ever.been open to discussion, but more
especially of late to the subject of physiology,
as connected with the " organic materiality
of the mind, the immateriality of the soul,
and the non-identity of the two ;" and as
the doctrine has been extensively discussed
by Mr. Dermott, and ably combated by a
Divine, and also by a Phrenologist, I should
not have presumed to offer any remarks, but
for the appearance of a- late paper on the
same subject.by Mr. Thomas, who, by call-
ing in the aid of sacred writ, Hebrew and
Greek words, appears to me to have lost

sight of the subject, physiologically; and,
under this impression, I beg leave to make
a few comments on what he has advanced.
Mr. Thomas, it appears, has set down

nine positions, to three of which he has
started objections, and proceeded to answer
them so as to serve his own purpose ; I shall
therefore, at present, confine my remarks to
the two first, reserving the remainder for

: future notice. At the commencement of
the first position, this gentleman maintains

that the " vital principle operates imme-diately upon the brain, and intermediately
r upon all other parts of the human system."


